SPRING 2022

SEMINAR SERIES

INSTITUTE FOR INTERDISCIPLINARY DATA SCIENCES

KRISANDRA ALLEN  MARCH 3

Biobot Analytics
“Molecular Epidemiology in Public Health: Infectious Disease Surveillance and Outbreak Response”
Hosted by BCB student Clint Elg

STEVE EAKER  APRIL 7

Phase Genomics
“Proximity Ligation Sequencing: A Hammer That Hit Many Nails”
Hosted by BCB student Chava Castaneda

KAREN CHIN  APRIL 21

University of Colorado Boulder
“Investigating the Roles of Dinosaurs and Dung Beetles in Nutrient Cycling During the Cretaceous”
Hosted by BCB student Kristen Martinet

 Thursdays at 12:30PM
Engineering Physics 122
OR on Zoom: 989 5896 6582
Email iids@uidaho.edu for meeting password
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